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By Dave Barry

Random House USA Inc, United States, 1994. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English
. Brand New Book. At a point where it appeared that tensions between Japan and the United States
could get no worse, Random House decided to dispatch Dave Barry to Tokyo. The resulting report is
the most skillful diplomatic stroke since George Bush lost his cookies in the Japanese prime minister
s lap. We thought that encouraging Dave to take his wife and son might be a civilizing influence on
our roving correspondent - but when this book appears, we may have found the best use for a
relocated Berlin Wall. Dave found qualities to like but little to love in the land of the Japanese
Economic Miracle, plastic squid, and the elderly geisha. His take on Japanese baseball, a sport for
which the yawn was a necessary invention, or on sumo wrestlers, each of whom seemed built like
five Tommy Lasordas before SlimFast, hardly exhausts his commentary on their culture (or his lack
of it). Barry s interpretation of kabuki theater and of Japanese rock music or humor are long
overdue. He had to wait till the end of each performance. But never underestimate Barry, the...
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This pdf is wonderful. This can be for anyone who statte there had not been a well worth studying. You are going to like just how the writer write this pdf.
-- Mr s. Adr ia na  Schm idt V-- Mr s. Adr ia na  Schm idt V

This kind of pdf is every little thing and taught me to looking forward and more. It is one of the most incredible book i have read. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are for about should you check with me).
-- Miss Am elie Fr itsch DV M-- Miss Am elie Fr itsch DV M
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